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The relaxation time for the magnetic moment of an antiferromagnet is calculated for the 
case when the nonequilibrium magnetic moment is perpendicular or parallel to the magnetic 
field in an "easy plane." In contrast to a uniaxial antiferromagnet, the main contribution to 
the relaxation at not very low temperatures is from processes involving three spin waves. 
The antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) line width due to these processes may depend 
strongly on the field if the antiferromagnet is weakly ferromagnetic. The results obtained 
are also applicable to the case of AFMR in antiferromagnets with "spin-flopped" sublattices. 

As Urushadze [1] has shown, in an antiferromag
net with anisotropy of the "easy axis" type (MnF2, 

etc.), relaxation of the magnetic moment caused 
by spin -spin interactions proceeds principally via 
processes involving four spin waves; three-magnon 
processes are not possible because the conserva
tion laws of energy and momentum are not fulfilled 
for them. This is due to the spin wave spectrum 
characteristic of these antiferromagnets. 

In antiferromagnets with anisotropy of the 
"easy plane" type ( MnC03, MnO, etc.) the situa
tion is different. The spin wave spectrum of these 
substances consists of two branches: 

where Esk is the energy of the spin wave with wave 
vector k ( s = 1, 2); ®c is of the order of the Neel 
temperature TN; a is the lattice constant; E10 /n 
and E20 /n are the ·lower and upper frequencies of 
antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR), and in mod
erate external fields E 10 is usually much less than 
E20 • For this kind of spectrum three-magnon proc
esses are possible: the spin wave (k = 0, E10 ) that 
determines the transverse, non-equilibrium mo
ment (see below ) can disappear by uniting with 
the wave ( ka; E 1ka ) and transforming into the 
wave (ka; E2ka ). The magnitude of ka is deter
mined by the condition E10 + E1ka = E2ka which 
gives 

(2) 

Estimating the corresponding wavelength A.a 
= 27r/ka, for example for CoC03 in medium fields 

( Ho - 5 kOe ) , [2 J we obtain A.a ~ 3 Oa. The calcu
lation of the relaxation time T, which, because of 
the relation aka « 1, can be done by the spin wave 
theory, [3] is of great interest, since in the indi
cated antiferromagnets ~w - T-1 is more easily 
checked experimentally than in the usual uniaxial 
ones ( ~w is the width of the AF MR line ) . 

Following the method used by Urushadze, we 
shall write the magnetic part of the Hamiltonian 
of the antiferromagnet with "easy plane" aniso
tropy for T « TN in the form 

Here M1 and M2 are the magnetic moments of the 
sublattices (I M1 I = I M2 I = M0 ); H0 is the external 
magnetic field; y, a, a 12 are the exchange inter
action constants ( y > 0; a- a 12 > 0); b1 and b2 

are the anisotropy constants (b1 - b2 > 0, since in 
the ground state, the sublattice moments lie in the 
basal plane ) . For greater generality (application 
to antiferromagnets with weak ferromagnetism), 
the Dzyaloshinski1 interaction (with the constant {3) 
is included in the Hamiltonian in the form in which 
it exists in carbonates of the transition metals. [4] 

The anisotropy in the basal plane and the field of 
the spin waves are not taken into account for the 
sake of simplicity. The field H0 is applied in the 
basal plane xy (along the x axis ) ; this is the most 
interesting case. 

The co¢iguration of the moments in the ground 
state is determined by the following formulas [5]: 
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M1u = M2u = M 0 (1 - '¢2/2), 

lv/lZ = ]\I/2Z = 0, 

where '¢ = (H 0 + HD)/2HE, 

HD = 2~M0 , 

HE = rMo ('¢ < 1). 

To transform to operators of second quantiza
tion we introduce supplementary orthogonal coor
dinate systems [S] XsYsZs (s == 1, 2 ), which are 
oriented relative to the crystallographic system 
xyz in the fashion indicated in the figure so that 

!I 

fit---

the axes z1 and z2 are the axes of quantization 
for the first and second sublattices. In these sup
plementary coordinate systems, the operators a; 
and as are defined in the usual way: 

m; = Msx, + iMsy8 = V2flM0 (a;- fW;a;as/4M0), 

m; = Msx 8 - iMs118 = V2flM0 (as- fla;a 8a,/4M0), 

mszs = Mszs- Mo = - fla;as. 

Then we express Ms via the components of the 
moments of the sublattices in the supplementary 
systems: 

Mlx = '¢Mlz, - (1 - '¢2/2) /vfll!t> 

M2x = '¢M2z, + (1 - '~2/2) M2y,. 

M 1u = (1 - '¢2/2) MJZ, + '¢Ml1.,, 

M2u =- (1 - '¢2/2) M2z, + '¢M2y,, 

we expand the operators a~ ( r ) and as ( r) in 
Fourier series and transform the Hamiltonian (3) 
into the form 

(4) 

::ito=~ {+A,,a~kalk +-} Aka~ka2k + Bka1ka2-k + Ca~kazk + 
k 

1n++ 1n++, . + 2 alkal-k + 2 a2~;.a2-k} -r- Herm. conJ., (5) 

::Jt\~lt = iflllo V f.l12MoV ~ (a~k,alk,a;k,- a;k,azkP~k,) 
ktk2k:'l 

>< 6. (k1 - k2 + k3) + Herm. conj., (6) 

where the following symbols have been introduced: 

Ak = ftMo (r + b1 + 2~'¢ + ak2); 

Bk = f1Mo (r + b2 + 2~'¢ - y\jl2 -1- a 12k2), 

C = f.!Mo (b 2 + y\jl2 - 2~'¢), 

D = flMobl. 

The amplitude of the Hamiltonian JCf~t is de
termed only by the external magnetic field, without 
involving the quantities b1, b2, and {3: the third
order terms in a~, as appear because of the pres
ence of the tilt angle 1/J of the sublattices as well 
as the Dzyaloshinskil interaction, and as a result 
JC1~t turns out to be proportional to the combina
tion ( yi/J- {3) ~ H0• The Hamiltonian JCl:/t incor
porates terms containing products of four oper
ators a;k, ask• i.e., it describes processes in
volving four spin waves. Of these, those which 
are caused by exchange interaction, as usual, do 
not contribute to the relaxation of the magnetic 
moment, since the Hamiltonian of the exchange 
interaction commutes with the total magnetic mo
ment of the body. Terms of the fourth order pro
portional to the constants b1 and b2 give a contri
bution to the relaxation similar to that calculated 
by Urushadze, and they must be considered at low 
H0 and T. The part of the Hamiltonian (3) that 
pertains to the Dzyaloshinskil interaction does 
not commute with the total magnetic moment; 
however, as calculation shows, its contribution 
to relaxation by means of four-magnon processes 
turns out to be of the order of HA /HE times the 
contribution determined by the anisotropy energy. 

To diagonalize the Hamiltonian (5) we transform 
from the operators agk, ask to the Operators Csk, 
Csk (see Eq. (8) in [1] ), and, using the equation of 
motion itiask == [ JC0, ask 1 we obtain the dispersion 
law: 

El,2 = [A~- B~ + C2 - D 2 ± 2 (AkC- BkD)J'1', (7) 

i.e., we obtain Eq. (1), with 

E10 = fl V Ho (Ho -f- HD), 

E2o =flY H'in + HD (Ho + HD), 

(1') 

A calculation of the amplitudes Usr• Vsr (see 
[ 1]) gives 
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U11 = U21, V21 = V11 = - PkU21, 

u21 =- u12· v12 =- vz2 = Qkutz• 
X [d~ (e10 + elk - ezk) J~~k"; 

Tlsk = (e'skiT - 1)-1. 
1 u21l2 = + (1 - P~)-t, 1 u1212 = + (1 - Q~)-l, 

P.,. = (Bk + D)j(Ak + e1k + C), 

Q.,. := (Bk - D)j(Ak + ezk - C). 
Substituting in Eqs. (1), (2), (8), (9), p/a3 ~ M0, 

(8) and pyM0 ~ ®c, we obtain finally 

The interaction Hamiltonian xi~~ can now be ex
pressed in terms of c8k, Csk= 

Je~~~ = 2J tD12;3c;k,c;.,.,c2k,tl (k1 + k2- k3) +Herm. conj. 
k1kzks 

Since low-frequency oscillations of the magnetic 
moment are easier to excite experimentally (AFMR 
at frequency E 10 /ti), we shall at first be interested 
in the mean v:,tlue of the square of the component 
of the magnetic moment that is perpendicular to 
the magnetic field H0:1> 

<~~ + ~;> = ([~ (Mtu + M2u) dV r 
+ [~ (Mtz + M2z) dV]) = 2 (1- '¢2) !1~0ffMoVnlo; 

llioff = 11 (1 - Po)/(1 +Po). 

Thus the relaxation of the transverse magnetic 
moment is determined by the change in the number 
n10 of spin waves in the lower branch with wave 
vector k = 0. 

In calculating the time T 1 of this relaxation we 
shall take account only of processes involving 
three spin waves, since the four-magnon collisions 
give a contribution that is an order of magnitude 
smaller. Then, starting from Eq. (9) it is possible 
to obtain the following kinetic equation for n10: 

nlo = 210 {nl, n2}; 

210 {n1 , n2} = 8t~ 2J 1 tDok,; k,\2 [(rz10 + 1) (ntk, + 1) n2k, 
k,k, 

- n10n1k, (n2k, + 1)] 6 (e10 +elk,- e2k,) tl (k2 - ka). 

Since the number nff of non-equilibrium spin 
waves is large ( nf0x » 1 ) , the collision operator 
£ 10 can be approximately represented in the form 
2 10 {ni> n2} = -nfg'/r10, which after the corre
sponding transformations gives 

1 >The fact that in the low-frequency oscillations just 
these components of the magnetic moment take part is easy 
to see, for example, from Eq. (13) in the paper by Borovik
Romanov.[s] 

(10) 

For temperatures E2ka « T « TN (this same con
dition, together with (2) and (1'), determines also 
the lower limit of the field region for which Eq. (11) 
is valid) and when E 10 « E 20 , one can obtain the 
simpler expression 

(11) 

For comparison with experiment we estimate 
from (1') and (11) the line width of the low-fre
quency AFMR in the indicated temperature interval 
(~W ~ Tl1 ~ % Ti'l ): 

n 2VHo(Ho-t-H0 ) 
tlH~ 

f1 2Ho -t-H0 

x tlw~- -T (e2o ) 2 Ho V Ho 
2nf1 ec (2Ho-t-HnJVHo-t-H0 

(12) 

From this it can be seen that in antiferromagnets 
with anisotropy of the "easy plane" type and with 
a significant Dzyaloshinski'L interaction (e.g., in 
CoC03, where Hn ~ 25 kOe) the width of the lower 
AFMR line can depend strongly on the frequency at 
which the measurements are made. And, although 
the temperature region in which Eq. (12) is valid 
is not too large, the dependence of ~H on H0 is 
maintained for these substances also at other tem
peratures, which follows from Eq. (10). This con
clusion, as well as the order of magnitude of ~H 
determined from Eq. (12) is evidently confirmed 
by experiment (private communication from E. M. 
Rudashevski'L, and [7J). 

In the high-frequency AFMR branch (frequency 
E 20 /ti) the components MiX + M2x and M1z - M2Z 
take part; hence the width of the upper AFMR line 
is obviously due to relaxation of the longitudinal 
component of the non -equilibrium magnetic mo
ment. The latter is determined principally (since 
lj! « 1) by the occupation number of the spin waves 
of the upper branch with wave vector k = 0: 

(9R~) =<[~(MIX+ M2x) dV]) 
= (2M0'1jJV) 2 + 2 ( 1 - 3'¢2) 1-l~tf M 0Vn 20 -

- 4'¢2M 0V 2J (fl~[fnJk + 11~tfn2k); 
k-FO 
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In calculating the time Til of longitudinal relax
ation it is necessary to consider that when E20 
> 2E:10, i.e., in practice even for very large fields, 
a splitting of the spin wave ( k = 0; E20 ) into two: 
(k13; E1kf3) and (-k13; E1-kf3) is possible; k13 is 
easily determined from 

"" k 1 ( 2 4 2 )';, oca (l = 2 e20- elO . 

These processes were discussed by Bar'yakhtar 
and Kovalev [B] in a consideration of the establish
ment of equilibrium in a system of spin waves of 
antiferromagnets with weak ferromagnetism and 
are also described by the Hamiltonian (9). Calcu
lation by the above scheme leads to 

(13) 

X (2n1kll + 1)/2rt1i. 

It is obvious that at very weak H0, the calculation 
of E20 requires the inclusion of processes involv
ing a large number of spin waves. 

Three-magnon processes can have a significant 
value for relaxation in antiferromagnets with aniso
tropy of the ''easy axis'' type if the sublattices are 
"flopped" (i.e., for H11 > RAE), since the spectrum 
of spin waves in this case has the form E1k = ®cak, 
E2k = [ E~o + ®~ ( ak )2]112, where E20 /11 
= t-t(H~- H~E )112/:ti is the upper AFMR frequency 
(the lower frequency E 10 /:11 = 0 if anisotropy in 
the basal plane is ignored). In oscillations at fre
quency E20 /:ti, it can be easily shown that the par
ticipating components are Mtx + M2x, M1y + M2y• 
and M1z - M2z, the mean values of which turn out 
to be proportional to the occupation numbers n20. 
Hence the width of the AFMR line at this frequency 
is due to the relaxation time T20 , which is deter
mined by the rate equation nfg' = x20 { ns } . 

Writing the Hamiltonian of a uniaxial antiferro
magnet for Hu > RAE in the form ( y > 0, b1 - b2 
> 0, b2 > 0, a- a 12 > 0) 

:1f = ~ dV {rM1M2 - bl (Miz+ M2;) - 2b2M 1zM2z 

2~ (oMli)z + !!-_ (8M2i)2 - (M1 + M2) Ho + 
oxk 2 oxk 

we obtain for T 20 Eq. (13), in which E10 = 0 and 
®cak/3 = E20 /2. This expression may also prove 
useful in estimating the line width of AFMR of 
antiferromagnets with cubic anisotropy [1] in those 
cases when H0 II [111], since the anisotropy con
stant then enters only through E: 20 . It is also in
teresting to note that the line width due to the proc-

ess considered here does not disappear as T- ooK. 
Thus, for antiferromagnets whose spin wave 

spectrum permits three-magnon processes (i.e., 
those with "easy plane" anisotropy or "spin
flopped" sublattices ), one obtains Eqs. (10) and 
(13), which determine the relaxation time of the 
magnetic moment and in addition the line width of 
the corresponding resonances as a function of tern
perature and magnetic field. These expressions 
are valid in the framework of the spin-wave the
ory ( T « TN, aka « 1, ak13 « 1 ), and their con
tribution to the relaxation at not too low fields and 
temperatures (see above) is found to be distinct 
in comparison with the contribution of processes 
of higher order. The conditions for experimental 
verification of the dependences (10) and (13) are 
favorable, since the frequencies of the correspond
ing resonances can lie in a convenient microwave 
region; however, in each case it is necessary to 
make sure that the "real" line width is being ob
served. 

We take this opportunity to express our deep 
gratitude to A. S. Borovik-Romanov for helpful 
discussions. 
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